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FOREWORD

Nuclear power has long played an important role in the safe and
reliable generation of electricity and the 374 nuclear power plants (NPP)
in operation at the end of 1985 in 26 countries with an installed capacity
totalling 250 GW(e) are presently generating some 15% of the world's
electric energy. With another 155 NPPs (142 GW(e)) under construction in
24 countries it can be expected that nuclear power will increasingly
contribute to overall energy supplies in the future.

At present, more than one third of the fossil fuel currently used is
being consumed to produce space heating and to meet industrial needs in
many countries of the world. Imported oil still represents a large portion
of this fossil fuel and despite its present releatively low price future
market evolutions with consequent upward'cost revisions cannot be
excluded. Thus the displacement of the fossil fuel by cheaper
low-temperature heat produced in nuclear power plants is a matter which
deserves careful consideration. Technico-economic studies in many
countries have shown that the use of nuclear heat is fully competitive
with most of fossil-fuelled plants, the higher investment costs being
offset by lower production cost. Another point in favour of heat
generation by nuclear source is its indisputable advantage in terms of
benefits to the environment.

Against this background the Agency has long been providing its Member
States with a forum for the exchange of information in the field of
nuclear heat application in two state-of-the-art summary meetings on
nuclear district heating) and desalination in 1976 and 1978 respectively.
In the early 1980's specific plans materialized in some Member States for
the use of heat de-coupled from existing NPPs and for the development of
nuclear heating plants. Accordingly, a technical committee meeting to
review nuclear heat applications was held in 1983) which confirmed both
the progress made in this field and the renewed interest of Member States
in an active exchange of information on this subject.

The IAEA activity plans for 1985-86 concentrate on information
exchange with specific emphasis on the design criteria, operating
experience, safety requirements and specifications of heat-only reactors,
co-generation plants and existing power plants backfitted for additional
heat applications. The information gained up to 1985 was discussed during
the Advisory Group Meeting on the Potential of Low-Temperature Nuclear
Heat Applications held in the Federal Institute for Reactor Research,
Wuerenlingen, Switzerland in September 1985 and, is included in the
present Technical Document.

It is hoped that this report would serve all IAEA Member States as a
useful technical and economic information about the present status and
potential use of the low-temperature nuclear heat in all fields of
application, i.e. those for urban and industrial use.
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1. CURRENT PROSPECTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER UTILIZATION

Nuclear power reactors worldwide have now accumulated nearly
4000 operating years of experience and the nuclear power plants (NPP) have
proved to be reliable, safe and environmentally clean sources which - with
the exception of some countries' regions with extremely cheap coal - are
fully economically competitive with coal-fired plants. Compared to
oil-fired plants the competitiveness of nuclear power plants is quite
obvious.

The nuclear power systems - outlooking from types of reactors
used - were developed up to now practically only to produce electricity as
a secondary energy: as it will be seen from the next chapter of this
document, the supply of heat from nuclear reactors was only a rare mode of
nuclear sources' utilization. To satisfy heat demands for heating houses
and for process heat utilization, fossil fuels were and are still being
used.

1.1. Assumptions for and Impediments in Nuclear Heat Application
Programme Development

The rapid oil price increase in the 70's accelerated the effort
of many countries to ascertain the possibility of fossil fuel substitution
by nuclear heat. Several studies were started in many IAEA Member States,
investigating the possibility to use existing nuclear power plants or to
adopt constructed plants to a simultaneous co-generation of electric power
and heat. In most cases the heat was destined for district heating.
Because of general slow-down of the energy programmes many of these
investigations did not exceed the stage of prefeasibility or feasibility
studies or did not materialize mainly for economic reasons.

There were, of course, also technical difficulties that time, because
the NPPs were not well prepared for steam bleeding. On the other hand
also the balancing of electricity "losts" for heat production in the
combined heat and power (CHP) generating systems in peak times was not
well managed. To solve this particular question, some studies were made,
in which the utilization of local peak boiler stations was assessed as
well as the "heat accumulation systems" were studied in a pilot scale,
using the waste heat from cooling towers by means of heat pumps etc.
Studies like this were, of course, only of a local importance and
reflected the situation of the late 70's when different ways to secure
energy were investigated in several countries lacking mostly of complexity.

Since that time several scenarios of the energy policy were developed
and investigated and very complex programmes were being and are being
implemented in many IAEA's Member States. As a matter of fact, even in
the late 70's and at the beginning of the 80's, the utilization of nuclear
heat did not develop to a larger extent due to no general, but more
country-specific reasons, such as domestic industry development, energy
sources availability, economic potential, entire energy policy etc. Any of
the above factors can prevail in a country in a certain time-period
depending on the out-of-country conditions and some other specific
impediments can occur as well. As examples, some technical, economic or
political difficulties are introduced in Table 1 for countries represented
at the Wuerenlingen Advisory Group meetingjWhich already started to use
nuclear heat or are in a highly developed stage of its implementation.



Table 1; Assumptions for and impediments in the course of
NHA-Programtne development in some IAEA Member States
with fixed NHA plans.

Country Assumptions Impediments

CANADA long term NHA experience
at Bruce with CHP
small NHP SLOWPOKE of
domestic provenience
prepared for implementation

large geographic areas
with many landscape
varieties
economy of SLOWPOKE
implementation

CZECHOSLOVAKIA well developed conditions
for CHP at existing and
constructed NPPs
well developed heat-supply
network in larger towns
and cities

siting of NPPs not in
agreement with the
highest country
heat-needs areas

FINLAND good potentials for CHP
at considered NPPs
well developed heat-
supply network in
larger towns and cities

siting of existing and
considered NPPs calls
for large transmission
pipe-lines

FRANCE very high potential for
CHP at existing and
developed NPPs
domestic NHP prepared
for construction

siting of NPPs calls
for large transmission
pipelines
NHA not competitive
with coal utilization

SWEDEN long-term experience
with NH-supply
well developed heat
supply network in
larger towns and
cities
domestic NHP SECURE
prepared for con-
struction

- political decision

SWITZERLAND well developed condi-
tions and experience
with CHP at existing
and developed NPPs

landscape variety and
siting of NPPs enable
the use of one-type
NH-source



A more detailed description of the status in the above mentioned as
well as in some other IAEA Member States will be shown in Chapter 3 of
this report; therefore only a short explanation of informations from
Table 1 is introduced here: Countries represented in this table have
developed nuclear power programmes. Therefore in all cases the
de—coupling of heat from existing or constructed NPPs cannot introduce any
substantial difficultie. There may, of course, be problems even in
countries like France, where the nuclear electricity share amounted nearly
to 70% of the country's total at the end of 1985 and where ready projects
for nuclear heat sources are available: The envisaged development of
nuclear heat application (NHA) was slowed down and the lack of ready
heat-supply network together with the competition of cheap-enough coal
is still making the economy of NHA unfavourable.

Another fact was also confirmed by examples from other countries of
Table 1, i.e. that the siting of NPPs, respecting all safety aspects,
cooling water supply potential etc., does not comply with sites where the
highest heat demands are centralized. The construction and maintenance of
large transmission and distribution lines can also negatively influence
the competitiveness of the CHP technology, even if the heat energy itself
can be gained quite cheaply.(See also Chapter 6).

There are, of course, several other important factors, influencing
the decision of employing nuclear heat in the country needs, such as
geographic, climatic and landscape varieties, density of population and
its centralization etc. So are for instance both, Canada and the USSR,
countries with a cold climate, both of them are developing their own
specialized heating-only nuclear plants, differing however substantially
in magnitude. The Soviet large units with 500 MW(th) output are capable
to cover high heat needs of highly populated cities or areas with a
centralized industry, whereas the Canadian heating-only reactors with an
output of about 2-10 MW(th) are estimated for distributed and small
population centres in the country. The Swiss conception, where the heat
needs of large towns and cities are supposed to be in general covered by
heat decoupling from NPPs, counts with the development of nuclear heating
plants (NHP) with thermal output within 10-50 MW(th), for covering the
heat needs in those parts of the country, where the heat distribution
network from the NPPs cannot be developed because of landscape varieties
(mainly the high mountains in the South) and the distributed population.

Having in mind all preferences of NHA, it is necessary to take into
consideration that in no case any country's total heat needs can be
covered by one alternative production process, even if such large sources
like NPPs are available with a potential overproduction in certain
periods. The "heat production and supply policy" is a very complicated
question also with small countries in mind. Even if the NHA can play a
decisive role, it will never be the only way of heat provision.

1.2, Nuclear Heat Sources

The nuclear sources can produce heat in the low-temperature range as
well as in the high-temperature one depending on the type of nuclear
reactor employed. Table 2 is giving an overview of the nuclear heat
sources related to these temperature ranges with corresponding heat
transfer media; examples of nuclear heat utilization areas are given as
well:



Nuclear heat sources, heat transfer media for related temperature range and examples of potential MA.

NUCLEAR HEAT SOURCE

NUCLEAR POWÄ PLANT WITH
-TOffERAUIRE REACTOR

(FWR,

HEAT TRANSFER MEDIA-TEMPERATURE RANGE

low-tenper»ture cooling water (15 - 30° C)

low-tenpcrature vater or steam
«arm vactr (ICO - 130° C)

hot wterOvlaO - 180° C)

HEAT APPLICATION

vanning of greenhouses, horti-
uilture, fish-fanning

heat siçply for district heating
-* systemssystems

process heat for saline, paper
industry, etc.

Iqw-tanperature Btaara (/w 250° C) , slnibr - process heat

«XUEAR HEATING ELANT
(SLOWPOKE, CAS, SEGUfE,sœ, AST ...) nuclear

generated
heat
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low-tanperature vater ( 100 up to about 200 C)

hi^>-e«7perature process steam (/o/340° C)

ht^-torperature heliun (600 - 900° C)

heat sifply to centralized district
-£• hearing system

converted heat for centralized
district heating systems or for

thernodynamic —* industry as process-heat

process steam for coal gasification
by Lurgi or Exxon process, chemical
industry, oil recovery, shale oil
or tar sand oil recovery,
production, etc.

steel-making, metallurgy,
direct coal gasification, etc.

MW = Soviet graphittMnodemed charnel-type reac-tor called R3*C is in mind.
Tte Soviet fast r^tor 3^350 ln shcvtshsnko ts tn ̂



The simplest source of heat developed by the nuclear reactor in a
power plant is the waste heat contained in the water from the cooling
systems. Its potential use is very restricted because of the very low
temperature range, limiting its utilization to warming-up greenhouses,
soil of fields in adjacent agricultural complexes or water in ponds for
fish-farming.

Low-temperature heat for district heating or for industrial use can
be decoupled from the secondary circuit of the NPP equipped with a
low-temperature reactor. The most suitable types of reactors, i.e. PWRs,
PHWRs or the Soviet BWR-G, are shown in Table 2; the typical BWR can also
be applied for heat and electricity co-generation, even if the technical
adaptation might be a bit more complicated. The use of a FBR for a
simultaneous electricity production and sea-water desalination is an
exceptional local case for the BN-350 Soviet fast reactor located in
Shevtshenko.

Several countries, like Canada, Federal Republic of Germany, France,
Sweden, Switzerland and USSR have developed or are developing specialized
heating-only nuclear plants (NHP). There are at least two main
differences in the conception of the heat delivering reactor compared to
reactors of a typical NPP:

(a) according to lower caloric requirements in supplying heat
compared to electricity, the heating reactors are smaller, with
lower core heat rating and with working pressures about tenfold
diminished against that of typical PWRs;

(b) the design of these units is based nowadays on principles of the
so-called inherent safety (see also Chapter 3 or Chapter 4),
which enables these units to be sited in close nieghbourhood or
even within the population centres.

To satisfy needs for high-temperature heat, the so-called High
Temperature Reactors are to be applied. These types of reactors are under
development in highly industrialized countries, because of their very
exacting technology. The first generation of gas-cooled HTRs can produce
process steam comparable to that from fossil-fired steam generators, for
example 540°C and 180 bar. The gas-cooled reactors are well suited for
co-generation, since the high-quality steam can be expanded through a
turbine to co-generate electric power and supply process steam for
coal-conversion processes etc. This offers also the advantage of
long-distance energy transport by gases based on a combination of an
endothermic chemical reaction (steam reforming of methane to carbon
monoxide and hydrogen) at the site of the HTGR, and a reverse exothermic
reaction (methation) at the location of the facility with heat consumption.
All these technologies still need a great deal of R&D work, which is
especially valid for the second HTR generation, where direct helium/helium
heat exchange is envisaged.

1.3. Countries' decisions for NHA

As already said, the world energy policy after the oil crisis in the
70's has rapidly changed: the expected turnover to nuclear energy was not
so unanimous as it was forecasted in several energy studies. Instead of
the rapid increase of the NPPs1 construction, a sharp decline in the
demands for electricity appeared as a result of depressed world economy.
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In several countries, however, the energy requirements for space
heating are as high as these for electricity generation. Since the heat
requirements are not so much affected by economy as are those for power,
the covering of these needs by nuclear generated heat is a potential area
of nuclear expansion, if this type of heat can be offered cheaper and just
as safely as that from fossil-fuelled plants. As a matter of fact - the
low-temperature reactors can meet these needs - because with no mechanical
energy but hot water as a product, an efficiency approaching 100% can be
achieved compared to 30-40% for electricity generation.

1.3.1. Nuclear heat de-coupled from NPP

Several feasibility studies made in the IAEA Member States with
developed or foreseen nuclear power programmes did confirm that the use of
heat de-coupled from nuclear power plants is economically favourable,
because the heat supply can contribute to the reduction of specific costs
of these large units. It is, of course, necessary to take into
consideration that, because of higher construction cost and lower fuel
cost compared to conventional plants, large nuclear power reactors have to
be operated at full power as much as possible, usually a period of at
least 4000 hours in a year is shown as a limit. The "heat balance"
differs in individual countries but usually the capacity of such a nuclear
heat source is selected to supply the total amount of heat required at mid
season, the additional requirements during cold periods being covered by
conventional boilers. In several European countries under these
conditions the base source supplies nearly 90% of the total heat
requirements over a year, reducing thus by that amount the fossil-fuel
consumption. When the individual boilers are replaced by centralized
nuclear district heating, then besides the economic effect a substantial
improvement of the environment appears as a result of the reduction of
pollutants from burnt fuel and the thermal discharges to the atmosphere
abate as well.

For the overall economy of the district heating the heat load
magnitude as well as its concentration is of great importance. The
appraisal studies in several countries arrived on certain heat density
limits, under which the economy of supplying the areas with district heat
is not favourable: in the Federal Republic of Germany such a limit was
shown to be 35 MW(th)/km2, some 23-35 MW(th)/km2 were given for the
USSR and within 20-30 MW(th)/km2 for some of the C.M.E.A. countries
depending on site conditions. As the increase in the quantity of
transported heat leads to a substantial reduction of heat transmission
specific cost, large cities or highly populated towns are the most
favourable centres for the application of the nuclear heating systems. It
is not possible that any uniform figure be given as an adopted limit,
however in several studies in European countries and in the USSR figures
within 500 - 1000 MW were quoted, whereas in the German Democratic
Republic the figure of only 150 MW was introduced. It can be seen that
this characteristic is not only an economy-factor but obviously a
country-specific and time dependent figure.

An important factor for a country's decision to go nuclear in the
heat securing policy is the question of the heat supplying network. The
costs of the hot water main pipeline from the NPP to the city, town or
factory supplied with heat and its distributing ramification is a major
factor in determining the feasibility of the nuclear heat application (see
i.e. France). In countries with developed district heating network the
substitution of the conventional heat source by a nuclear unit is - in
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principle - very simple. The collective supply by means of a district
heating network has at least two favourable characteristics, such as :

the size effect - i.e. the possibility of its extension
leading to cost decrease

- the substitution effect - i.e. the possibility of coupling
more heat-feeding sources to one
distribution network.

The latter is, of course, very useful in peak times and during the main
source's outages (maintenance, inspection, repair).

The nuclear power plant is a very large source of energy and even if
the heat extraction means that a part of the electric output is "lost"
(typically for one unit of electric power loss, three to seven units of
heat are gained*), the NPP can "offer" in many cases much more heat energy
than can be used because of the unfavourable siting of NPPs too far from
the location of centres with dense population or concentrated industry,
i.e. with large heat needs. This led in some countries to studies on
substantial extension of existing regional networks with an outlook for
developing a national network capable to embody several large heat-feeding
capacities. Pros and cons for such a solution can only be discussed on
the basis of the individual country's energy policy, economy,
infrastructure, etc.

1.3.2. Application of nuclear heating plants

In countries with higher heat needs, such as USSR, Scandinavian
countries (Sweden, Finland) or Canada, special purpose smaller reactors
are under development or already in construction, the so-called nuclear
heating plants (NHP) - specially suited to production of heat with no or
very little electric power co-product. A similar heating-only reactor is,
of course, under development in Switzerland, the Federal Republic of
Germany and France. These units have in fact substituted for classical
fossil-fuelled boilers.

To decide whether or not it is worth for a country to build a NHP can
be, of course, not only the climate question. The individual countries'
conceptions will be discussed in Chapter 3; here only some general
characteristics are introduced mostly to give an example of reasons which
were the basis for a decision to develop or to build a NHP.

Very clear reasons can be found in the USSR: The Soviet AST-500
units are tailored to heating needs in a cold climate region. Therefore
also the magnitude of these units is rather high in comparison with the
others above mentioned. It is, of course, in full accord with the
country's long heating periods and with a high heat load concentration.
These units were developed for centres with dense population equipped with
a centralized heat supply system. They can be found only in a few sites
outside the USSR for embodying units of this magnitude into the national

*) Note:
Three when the heat in the form of steam is withdrawn at the outlet
of steam generators, five to seven when steam is bleeded off from
turbines.
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heat supply systems and it is worth to mention that for the possible use
in the CUBA countries, the USSR is developing AST-300 units with an output
of 300 MW(th).

Similar climate conditions were the ground for Finland to start a
co-operative study with Sweden for potential utilization of the ASEA-Atom
project of the SECURE-reactor. A 400 MW(th) unit was in question as an
alternative for the heat supply to the Helsinki district heating system.
The SECURE - even if a very sophisticated and promising nuclear heating
reactor - has the main disadvantage that it is a design which has not yet
been constructed and tested. It can therefore hardly be expected that any
other country would take the risk of the first trial to materialize the
project without experience. Even if Sweden has the pioneer-experience
with nuclear heat delivery from Agesta to a Stockholm suburb during the
period of 1964-1974, the political decision does not allow to build the
SECURE reactor first in the home country. It is, of course, necessary to
note that, also the French THERMOS-NHP, as well as the KWU 250/500 in the
Federal Republic of Germany have not yet been built in the home countries.

As exaplained already in sub-chapter 1.1., three typical power
regions can be registered within the NHPs developed worldwide, such as:

(a) 150 - 500 MW(th) - examples are shown above,

(b) 10 - 50 MW(th) - corresponding to the project of Swiss
Heating Reactor (SHR), and

(c) 2 - 1 0 MW(th) - a region represented by the Canadian
reactor SLOWPOKE.

As to the Swiss conception, the country areas near to existing or
build NPPs1 are or will be supplied by heat gained through co-generation.
Further heat needs can only be covered by medium-power sources in the
range of 10 - 50 MW(th); the specialized SHR-NHP is being developed to
supply hot water for district heating in communities of some 4000
inhabitants upwards. This would allow the nuclear energy to penetrate the
Swiss heat market with a source which can rapidly be implemented, being at
the same time of relatively low complexity and practically free of
emissions. Some more details about this approach are introduced in
Chapter 3, para. 3.6.

Concerning the third "power region" of NHPs, the Canadian SLOWPOKE
reactor has been developed for heating distributed and small population
centres in the country. Even if the climatic conditions are very similar
to that of the USSR, the SLOWPOKE is developed to be used in small, remote
communities, with a preference of not manned operation and if necessary
with a low electric power co-production.

These examples show the very different directions of the above
mentioned projects. On the other hand, there are however, some common
characteristics embodied in the NHP reactors, such as:

(a) with respect to lower "caloric requirements" in supplying heat
instead of electricity, the heating reactors are smaller, with
lower core heat rating and with working pressures about tenfold
diminished against that of typical PWRs;
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(b) the design of these units is based nowadays on principles of the
so-called "inherent safety" which enables these units to be
sited in close vicinity or even within the population centres.
The design and construction principles are making these reactors
extremely safe and almost incapable to expose the core by
boiling-off the cooling water, even when operated unattended.

The utilization of NHPs5 compared to the nuclear CHP technology, is
in an early stage of development and implementation.

2. STATUS OF THE TECHNOLOGY OF LOW-TEMPERATURE NHA

2.1. Waste heat utilization

Any operated nuclear reactor is producing a substantial amount of
waste heat: if the efficiency of the fossil-fuelled plant is about 40% the
same figure for a NPP amounts to about 33%. The waste heat from the
cooling water of the condensers is dissipated into the atmosphere, because
the low heat potential does not allow to use it for district heating
purposes. The temperature range amounting to about 15-30°C in an open
circuit or to max. 25-40°C in a closed circuit with cooling towers in
countries with temperate climate, is limiting the application to
agriculture or fish-farming only. These "Joules" could be practically
offered "free of charge" to users in a close vicinity if another factor
would not make this question more complicated; The specific consumption
of cooling water in a nuclear plant is about 1,5 times higher compared to
a classical fossil-fuelled plant. Therefore the rates of flow of the
cooling water in a NPP can be of the order of some 30 - 50 m-Vs for a
1000-1300 MW(e) unit. Should all this amount of warmed water be
processed, this would involve that large field areas be enclosed in an
agricultural complex. Even if plans like this existed iri some countries,
they were abandoned. But the charges, investment and operation, for the
use of the waste heat from the cooling towers are cheap, so that even for
few consumers using only a little part of the potential, the installation
would be economic. Examples of so "limited" application of nuclear waste
heat are described in Chapter 3 of this report.

2.2. Co-generated nuclear heat

As already said, substantial quantities of the low-temperature
nuclear heat for heating houses or for supplying industry, can be gained
as a co-product from the reactors of the NPPs (CHP). The PWRs (or PHWRs)
are widely used or are envisaged for nuclear heat provision in several
countries like Canada, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of Germany,
Finland, France, German Democratic Republic, Switzerland and USSR. The
steam delivery from the Calder Hall Magnox Reactor (UK) to the
neighbouring BNFL reprocessing plant since 1956 claims to be the world's
oldest nuclear CHP scheme, however, only three years older than the heat
supply system from the special research Halden Heavy Water Reactor in
Norway. In Sweden the ASEA-Atom BWR's are. prepared for CHP, the
co-production of electric power and sea-water desalination on the Soviet
BN-350 FBR can be introduced. This wide choice of reactor types used for
CHP is only underlining the fact, that not the type of the reactor is the
decisive factor in combined heat and electric power production but the
country's specific conditions. The CHP technology can be taken as a
proven one for both the warm water as well as steam supply in various
sizes.
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For heat supply to the district heating systems or for supplying
industry with process heat, the steam is bleeded-off at a suitable place
in the secondary circuit of the reactor. The technique of the heat
extraction from the steam cycle of the NPP is very similar to that of the
fossil-fired plant, the main difference being in the necessity that any
potential carryover of the radioactivity from the primary to the other
circuits is to be prevented. The idea of "protective barriers" is
anticipated in any way in all co-generation projects: In the world-wide
praxis usually the "three-circuit" structure of nuclear heat sources is
employed, consisting of

the primary circuit, encompassing radioactive materials,
- the secondary (inserted) circuit, which in the NHP is a separate

safety-circuit, in the NPPs with CHP this barrier is formed by
the classic equipment of the engine-room with turbo-sets and
auxiliary systems

- the terciary heating network circuit with circulating
heat-transferring media.

Another measure *) against a possible back-interference is that the
heating circuit (hot water or steam) is always operated at higher pressure
compared to the bleeding point on the turbine. The pressure differential
is easily monitored and controlled and the steam supply can be quickly
interrupted when necessary and the heat load disconnects automatically.
The radioactivity monitoring is secured at the bleeding-points of the
steam as well as in the hot-water supplying network.

In the co-generation technique the ratio of heat load supplied by the
co-generation turbine to the maximum peak heat demand of a district
heating system is the so-called cogeneration coefficient. This
coefficient is strongly influenced by the design and operation
characteristics of the turbine what can be of limitation namely when
additional arrangement is made for the heat extraction at existing NPP.
In case of a new construction, this coefficient is influencing the choice
of the most suitable turbine.

NOTE;*) Further description will be focused only on the most widely used
type of reactor for CHP, i.e. the PWR with the steam bleeding
points on the turbine. The BWRs are somewhat more complicated
when adjusted for CHP because of their "direct steam cycle" and
lower steam characteristics. However in the Swedish project of
the Stockholm district heating system supply from the Forsmark
BWR, these difficulties were overcome by an additional
steam/steam exchanger. Thus also a "three-barrier system" would
be secured between the reactor core and the consumers' heating.

In the French NPPs the auxiliary steam supply circuit is at a
pressure of 12 bar lower than the secondary circuit of the steam
generators. On the Chinon facility the steam for the industrial
area is delivered at a pressure of 20 bar lower than the
secondary circuit of the steam generators. But the
radioactivity is permanently monitored on the secondary circuit
and on the steam supply circuit.
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It is known that the proportion of the fuel component in the cost of
produced electric power is considerably lower in nuclear CHP compared to
fossil CHP units. Thus, ensuring high effectiveness, as much as possible
reactor base output is desirable and it is economic to generate
electricity in the condensing mode. The most effective way of the
co-generation of heat and electric power with standard condensing
equipment is the utilization of condensing extraction turbo-sets without
or with small adjustments.

The steam is bled usually from the high pressure/low pressure (hp/lp)
crossover as the main extraction point. In several cases some 1-3 more
extraction points are made available on the low-pressure cylinders, what
facilitates the steam bleeding regulation. The pressure is changed
accordingly to the electric output which is usually held on a constant
level. This is no problem with power plants operated at base loads. For
a typical 1300 MW(e) turbine some 600 MW(th) can be de-coupled without any
substantial adjustments. With additional bleeding points and the hp/lp
crossover the heat output can be stepped-up to about 870 MW(th).
Generally, about one half of heat removed to condenser can be used for
district heating systems which increases the efficiency of a power plant
with heat extraction up to about 60%. With a two-stage extraction the
water can be produced with the temperature of about 120°C and about
165°C with a three-stage bleeding.

As it can be seen from Table 2, the heat transfer media are steam or
water in the low-temperature co-generation schemes. Warm ( 100-130°C)
or hot ( 160 - 180°C) water is mostly used in the district heating
systems, whereas low-temperature steam (up to about 250°C) is delivered
to factories as "process heat". The use of these media makes the
utilization of nuclear produced heat similar to commonly used conventional
heat supply systems. The combination of a proven type low-temperature
nuclear reactor (mostly PWR) with the very well known water or steam
supply technology makes these systems reliable and even with imported
reactor parts it gives the opporunity to the inland industry to contribute
to its realization.

2.3. Heat from specialized NHPs
The utilization of NHP did not yet extend too much; several previous

projects were not materialized, even if preceeded by pilot scale verifying
(like in France), or were still not checked in home-countries good enough
to be ready for the market. For larger units, as are for example those
implemented in the USSR, only a few suitable sites can be found in
countries with temperate climate and small units are not competitive with
fossil-fuelled boilers, even if it can be expected that their unfavourable
environmental effects together with the fossil-fuel availability
uncertainties will change the situation.

It is well known that the aim of developing smaller, heating only
nuclear stations (NHP), was in the first range supported by the effort to
make safe enough reactors, which could be sited much closer to heat
consumers, i.e. close to or even within the densely inhabited areas. The
concept of a reactor with the so-called "inherent safety" appeared in
connection with this effort which of course got later on a more general
mission in the development of a new generation of advanced type reactors.
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In the Swedish conception the inherent safety principles form the basis of
the so-called "PlUS-design philosophy".*)

Even if general principles of "inherent safety" are widely used in
several designs, the term itself was not yet defined as a standard and
sligh differences can be found in individual designs. However the
principles can be given as follows: application of this principle means
designing the process of heat extraction from the core so that, in
foreseeable accidents, the core integrity is guaranteed by the laws of
gravity and thermodynamics alone, acting in a primary system that is intact
or that has suffered credible damage. There are two criteria for these
concepts: a) to keep the core submerged at all times, and b) avoid the
core power which exceeds the cooling capability of the coolant in which
the core is submerged.

Some examples, how these criteria were met in practical designs, are
shown in chapter 3. They are, of course, also some other problems which
usually were not up to now discussed to a larger extent:

(a) The potential siting of specialized NHPs close to densely inhabited
centres is really very safe from the point of view of the technical
characteristics of all developed units, such as Canadian, French, that of
the Federal Republic of Germany, Swedish, Swiss or Sovietic. There might
be one specific problem, i.e. the magnitude of the unit with respect to
the waste heat outlet from the cooling towers of larger heat sources,
because of its impact on the "microclimate". This question has to be
investigated within each of the individual projects, quite generally it
can only be said that it is not such a serious problem, which could make
the construction of NHPs in any country unfavourable; it cannot be, of
course, neglected.

(b) At the same time also another possible impediment has to be overcome,
i.e. the periodical transportation of spent fuel from the NPP to the
outside repository: first of all the reloading conditions for an
individual NHP can be made so safe that no extraordinary situations in the
neighbouring areas of the station will be brought about and as a matter of
fact these periods can be extended to several years (in some cases more
than 10).

It can be concluded that, even if the nuclear heating plants now
available are not yet of a proven type and mostly "country-tailored", the
main principles used in their designs, make these units generally
acceptable for any country which needs independent and environmentally
clean heat sources. It can be expected that sooner or later this
potential of nuclear energy application will be applied in the IAEA's
Member States. In the first stage they will be countries with a developed
industry, later also the others. The expected time horizon could be just
after the year 2000.

*) NOTE; PIUS is an acronym that the Swedish ASEA-Atom gave to its
concept of the "inherently safe reactor" back in the mid-1970s.
The acronym stands for "Process Inherent Ultimate Safety" . The
ASEA is using "PIUS" as a general design objective for
developing an advanced LWR suitable for CHP or separate electric
power or heat generation.
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3. STATUS OF THE LOW-TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR HEAT APPLICATION IN THE IAEA's
MEMBER STATES

In this chapter an overview is given of the status of the
low-temperature nuclear heat application in the Agency's Member States; in
subchapters 3.1 to 3.6 the situation is described in individual countries
which were represented at the Wuerenlingen meeting, some other countries
experience - based on publicated informations - is briefly summarized in
subchapter 3.7.

3.1. Canada

In Canada the district heating is not widely accepted because of the
availability of a number of fuels and types of heating furnaces. Under
these conditions a development of district heating network is not
economic. The space heating can only be efficiently applied in larger
towns and cities, the need for heat in isolated communities has to be
secured by individual fossil-fuelled boilers. However, in many northern
communities where gas is not available the potential of nuclear heating
has been recognized when oil prices increased. Studies on CANDU
heavy-water reactors have shown that the application of these reactors in
a co-generation, heat and electricity producing mode, could bring the unit
costs of heat at the plant boundary to about 1/3 - 1/2 of that from
oil-fired heating plants. These studies favour industrial heating rather
than space heating, because of the large geographic area of the country.

Since 1968 the Douglas Point reactor was supplying steam to a
neighbouring heavy water plant; these installations are nowadays part of
the Bruce Nuclear Power Development (BNPD), consisting of Bruce Nuclear
Generating Station A, Bruce Nuclear Generating Station B, Heavy-water
plants and the Bulk Steam System. The Bruce G.S.A consists of four 750
MWe generating units with a total capacity of 3000 MW(e); they were
placed in service between September 1977 and January 1979. By 1985 the
Bruce G.S. A has supplied over 9,5 billion kilograms of process and
heating steam to the heavy water plants and the station site. The Bruce
G.S. B, essentially a duplicate of Bruce G.S. A, is at present under
construction. When completed it will also consist of four units with a
total capacity of 3000 MW(e). The four units are expected to be in
commercial service between 1984 and 1988. The Bruce Bulk Steam System is
one of the largest steam distribution systems in the world. It was
originally designed to serve four heavy water plants, only two of which
were built. Now this system provides the necessary steam also to the
heating of the Central Maintenance Facility, the Nuclear Training Centre
and the Bruce G.S.B construction site and is prepared to serve also the
Bruce Energy Centre. By using high-pressure steam from the nuclear
station the system is capable of producing 5350 MW(th) of medium pressure
steam. The oil-fired Bruce steam plant is used as a back-up source of
high pressure steam and as a source of emergency steam for the heavy-water
plant. Heat energy is available from nuclear stations at conditions
ranging from dry saturated steam at 3,1 MPa, 235°C, to hot water.

The Bruce Bulk Steam System consists of two steam transformer plants,
a condensate plant and two 1,7 m diameter steam lines more than 2 km
long. These lines are used to distribute medium-pressure steam to
individual heavy-water plants and are the supply source for Ontario-Hydro
on-site and Industrial Park off-site steam requirements. A parallel
condensate return system of two 0,61 m lines collects and returns the
condensate to the steam supply sources. The two 1,7 m steam lines were
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energized in 1977 and have been in almost continuous operation after the
startup. Problems were initially experienced with the sliding support
components but these have been overcome. Reliability of the system has
been exceptionally good with an availability reaching a peak value of
99,9% in 1980.

In 1979 an industrial survey was jointly funded by the Canadian
Government and the Ontario Government, with the objective of identifying
and assessing the future needs and interests of energy-intensive
industries in the concept of an Industrial Energy Park adjacent to the
Bruce Nuclear Power Development. In 1982 Ontario Hydro took over the
responsibility for the development of the Bruce Energy Centre Industrial
Park in an area about 3 km from the BNPD on 600 acres of land. Steam will
be sold to the customers at cost, the capital costs for the design and
construction of the steam delivery system will be covered by a forgiveable
grant from the Provincial (i.e. State) Government. A variety of
enterprises are feasible at the Bruce Energy Centre including food
processing, industrial chemicals, greenhouses, alfalfa palletizing and
salt processing.

As a result of limits on coolant flow velocity in the reactor fuel
channels, the current pressurized heavy-water CANDU design is limited to
main steam temperatures of about 270°C. Alternative CANDU designs have
been proposed which can provide somewhat higher steam temperatures and are
likely to be of interest for future co-generation application. Previous
work by AECL suggests the organic cooled reactor could provide steam
supply up to 400°C. This concept was connected with the interest for
higher temperature heating applications such as for future heavy-oil
extraction.

Another part of AECL activities is devoted to studying the potential
of small nuclear reactors (2-20 MW(th) for heating purposes. In 1970 the
first SLOWPOKE-2 reactor started up at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories. Since then six of them have been installed at other
locations in Canada and a seventh is now completed in Jamaica. SLOWPOKE
is an acronym of Safe Low Power Critical (k) Experiment. The SLOWPOKE-2
is a pool-type reactor with an output of only 20 kw thermal, used for
neutron activation analysis and as a teaching and research tool. Six of
these inherently safe reactors have been installed in Canadian cities and
are licensed to operate unattended, but remotely monitored for periods up
to 24 hours.

SLOWPOKE-2 has a high degree of inherent safety, arising from the
negative temperature and void coefficients of reactivity, limited maximum
excess reactivity, and restricted access to the core by users. As a
result the reactor does not require an automatic shutdown system, neutron
ionization chambers or low power start-up instruments. The reactor is
controlled automatically by a single motor-driven absorber rod responding
to a self-powered neutron detector.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is studying the feasibility of
heating buildings and remote communities with an uprated reactor
designated SLOWPOKE Energy System. Mathematical analysis, test rig
modelling, and design have been carried out over the past few years. The
prototype reactor, based on the results of technical and economical
feasibility studies is now under construction in Whiteshell, Nuclear
Research Establishment in Pinawa, Manitoba. It is scheduled to begin
operation during the fall of 1986.
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Review of the demand and cost of electricity in remote Canadian
communities suggests scope for nuclear electricity if a competitive system
can be developed. The combination of safe, small, unattended nuclear
reactors with Rankine cycle engines operating on Freon appears to have
considerable promise and is now included in the small reactor development
program. Figure 1 shows the scheme of this so-called SLOWPOKE Energy
System (SES), which is suited to supply in heating loads up to 10 MW and,
in northern climates, electric loads up to 1 MW.

Electricity

Figure 1: The Canadian SLOWPOKE Energy System (SES),

The basic SLOWPOKE Energy System consists of a sealed, water-filled
pool (3 to 4 metres in diameter and 10 metres deep), operating at
atmospheric pressure. The pool water cools and moderates a
beryllium-reflected thermal reactor. It also provides shielding from
neutrons produced during operation and radiation emitted from fission
byproducts contained in the fuel. The reactor assembly contains less than
500 kg of 5% enriched uranium fuel, in the form of uranium dioxide pellets
sealed within zirconium alloy tubes. It is located near the bottom of the
pool and at the base of a vertical duct which guides hot water from the
reactor outlet (at about 90° C) to the primary heat exchangers. The
circulation is driven only by the density difference between the hot water
in the riser and the relatively cooler water in the remainder of the
pool. There is no requirement to supplement this natural circulation with
mechanical pumps.

The initial fuel load provides between 35 and 40 MW years of thermal
energy, depending on the power level. This means that 2 MW of thermal
energy could be provided continuously for 20 years without refuelling or
10 MW for 3.5 years.
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For applications where only heat is required, the pool heat is
transported to a secondary heat exchanger and then transferred (at about
85 C) to a heat transport medium, such as water or an organic compound, in
a tertiary circuit. The tertiary circuit could supply heat to a community
or group of buildings, to an absortive cooling or a refrigeration system,
or to a thermal process such as multi-stage flash desalination.

Where electricity is required, an organic Rankine engine would be
used, attaining an average heat-to-electricity conversion efficiency of 6
percent in a northern climate.

The intrinsic safety features that permit unattended operation and
siting close to the load include:

- large thermal capacity. As a result any thermal transients take
hours.

- ambient pressure operation and double containment of pool
water. There can be no loss of coolant accident.

- large negative reactivity coefficients. An increase in reactor
temperature causes a self-correcting decrease in reactivity.
Should boiling occur, the reactivity decrease is substantially
enhanced.
small reactivity worth and drive speed of the control absorber.
Complete withdrawal of the control absorber would not result in
an unacceptable increase in either power or fuel temperature.

- natural circulation cooling. As a result fuel cooling is
assured.

These intrinsic characteristics mean that the hazardous radioactive
materials would remain sealed within the fuel rods even under the most
severe combinations of system failures. As a result there could be no
public danger. This level of safety is attained without the aid of
specially engineered systems, such as shutdown and emergency cooling
systems. These systems, which are provided to prevent equipment damage,
would always act to further reduce the consequences of any fault
conditions.

The unit cost of heat supplied by a 10 MWt SLOWPOKE Energy System,
assuming a 20 year lifetime, is estimated to range from 1.5 to 2 cents/kWh
with load factors from 80 to 40 percent. A 10 MWt Rankine engine
operating at a load factor of 60%, would produce an average of 800 kWe at
a cost of 22 cents/kWh.

3.2. Czechoslovakia

In Czechoslovakia nuclear power plants are considered to be the
source of nuclear heat supply - mainly for district heating - up to the
year 2000. The country's concept and the programme of nuclear power plant
construction is based on proven types of the Soviet standardized PWR -
NPPs with WWER-440 and WWER-1000 reactors (i.e. 440 MW(e) or 1000 MW(e)
respectively).
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The decision to de-couple heat for district heating from the centre
"EBO" at Jaslovske Bohunice (two NPPs, V-l and V-2, both of them equipped
with two WWER-440) was made when the first reactor was already in
operation and orders for the other three were signed. Therefore the first
two WWER-400 units (V-l station) are equipped with purely condensation
turbines with uncontrolled steam off-take originally designed merely for
regenerative heating of feed water. Small adjustments were made on the
other four (220 MW) turbines of the V-2 station,so that each can supply 60
MW(th), i.e. a total of 240 MW(th) can be delivered from this NPP for the
industry and for the housing area heating needs of the town of Trnava.

The project was launched in 1983 and the first delivery of heat is
planned for the end of 1986. In 1987 - after the whole project is
completed - the heat will be supplied to 27 consumers. The total length
of the 2 x 700 mm diameter heat feeder for the transfer of 240 MW(th) will
be 23 km. The steam of 0,38 MPa (142°C) is bleeded from the so-called
5th steam bleed point (off-take line between the high pressure and the low
pressure part of the turbine) and is led to the main exchanger. Another
steam is extracted from the sixth and seventh bleeding point (1,29 -1,7
MPa, 190°C) and passes into the peak exchanger. There was no place for
the heat exchangers in the turbine hall, therefore the steam is brought to
the heat-exchange station, located about 50 m outside the turbine hall in
a separate building, by a 150 m pipe bridge (two tubes with the diameter
of 630 x 8 mm, two similar ones with the diameter of 377 x 9 mm and one
for the condensate with the diameter of 273 x 6,5 ram). Two parallel
heater batteries are installed in the heat-exchange station consisting of
2 main and 1 peak heater. As a total 240 MW(th) of hot water can be
produced and delivered with the outgoing temperature within 120 - 150°C
and return at 60 - 70°C. The calculated economy counts with the gain of
5,08 MW(th) for 1 MW(e) lost. The main pipeline from the exchanger to the
distribution station in Trnava runs above ground and is led on low
concrete footings situated so in the country that as little as possible
agricultural land is occupied, A two-pipe system is employed with the
diameter of 720 x 10 mm for both the hot and the return water. The
distribution station in Trnava equipped with transfer pumps increases the
operating capacity of the feeder, fulfills the function of a mixing unit
for water from 150°C/70°C to 130OC/70°C and last but not least
acts as the barrier against any possible radioactivity penetration into
the water of the district heating system.

The heat extraction potential is foreseen at all NPPs now in
construction. So far the Dukovany power station, where the first two
WWER-440 reactors are already in operation and other two are due to follow
in the next two years, another type of the Skoda-turbines have been
designed and used for maximum steam extraction. A three stage extraction
will provide about 85 MW for district heating in the city of Brno from
each turbine. This improved design leads to a better heat economy with a
gain of 7,14 MW(th) for 1 MW(e). With all four reactors in operation it
will be possible to get the heat output of 680 MW(th) (with three operated
reactors 510 MW(th)) in a form of hot water of about 140°C/70°C. The
length of the transport line (two pipes of a diameter of 1000 mm) to the
distribution station at the frontiers of the city of Brno is 43 km. The
start-up of the first part of this centralized district heating system is
planned for 1988 with the completion of the total network to the other
nearby towns in 1997. The total savings from this system will be 230 mill
nH of gas/year and more than 20 000 t of heavy oil/year.
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The nuclear power plant Mochovce - which is now under construction,
will be equipped with improved Skoda-220 MW turbines enabling increased
steam offtake, namely 90 MW of heat in a two step water heating mode
(70°C/1200C) and 120 MW in a three step water heating mode
(60°C/150°C). The heat supply of the district heating system in the
town Nitra, about 36 km from the Mochovce NPP site, is foreseen after the
year 1990 (about 500 MW(th), with 2 pipes of a diameter of 900 mm).

For the largest NPP-complex Temelin ( 4 x 1000 MW(e) with 4
WWER-1000) which is now being built in Czechoslovakia, the 1000 MW(e)
steam turbines were developed with a potential of 2700 MW(th) of hot water
delivery from 3 reactors. This large amount of heat cannot be used by
consumers in closer vicinity of the NPP. The country's .possible largest
heat consumer, i.e. the city of Prague, is more than 100 km far from the
Temelin site. It cannot be excluded that in the future also such a
long-distance heat transfer can be economic with heat loads of the order
of some 2000 MW(th). Studies of this type are foreseen in the country.

Out of the possibilities of heat delivery de-coupled from the NPPs
(CHP), the potential of NPH construction was studied already for a long
time in the country. The period for the NHPs implementation seems to be
optimal after the year 2000. Attention is mainly focused on the Soviet
project of the AST 500 or AST 300 respectively. Practical examples of the
two pilot plants consisting of "double-blocks" of 2 x AST 500 MW now under
construction in the Soviet cities of Gorki and Voronezh, of course, show
that units of this magnitude are only applicable to a very limited extent
in countries of temperate European climate. Even for cities like Prague,
Bratislava or Ostrava, units with 300 MW(th) output or less would be more
easily implementable than units of 500 MW(th). On the other hand the
indisputable preference of environmental cleanliness and the substitution
for expensive oil or gas would be of great importance to the country.
Demographic studies show that there will be some more centres with dense
population where the application of local NHPs will be justified after the
year 2000. However, units of capacities smaller than 300 MW(th) would be
preferable.

Great quantities of waste heat produced as a result of the NPP
operation which cannot be used for heating homes, can usefully be applied
in agricultural production - namely for heating greenhouses - or in fish
farming. Similar effects can also be gained from the heat of warm water
from the return-branches of the district heating network fed-up from
NPPs. At present projects have been completed in Czechoslovakia for an
agricultural complex in the area adjacent to the NPP Jaslovske Bohunice,
covering 4 ha of indoor space and 10 ha of open space. The low potential
heat from the return-branch of the Trnava-feeder will provide 156 TJ/year
and the off-take of water from the cooling towers is considered to be of
650 Is"-"-. Similar studies have been or are being elaborated for the
sites of Dukovany and Mochovce NPPs.

3.3. Finland
Although district heating technology is highly developed and has more

than 40 years tradition in Finland, the district heating networks of towns
and communities are mostly too small with regard to their heat demand to
be adapted for large-scale nuclear district heating. The only exception
io Lhe Helsinki metropolitan area, comprising the neighbouring cities of
Vantaa and Espoo, as well as Helsinki.
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The total energy forecast of the Helsinki metropolitan area is based
on-population forecast, building stock forecast, expected development of
the specific consumption of buildings, and the extent of connections to
the district heating system. The forecast is shown in Table 3. The given
figures are based on the study of the energy supply alternatives for the
Helsinki metropolitan area (February 1984).

Table 3: Development of district heating energy in the Helsinki
Metropolitan area.

Year

1982
1990
2000
2010

Population
1000 inhab.

794
839-
860

Building
stock
1066
180
211
241
250

Specific
consumpt .
kWh /m3,

50
46
42
40

Extent of
connections
%

72
81
87
88

Energy

GWh
6,908
8,438
9,454
9,476

Capacity
MW

2,586
3,392
3,985
4,112

When appraising the potential that could be substituted by nuclear
energy, all depends on the energy production alternative chosen. The study
covers three different nuclear energy alternatives: a separate, new nuclear
heat power plant (Kopparnäs, district heat 900 MW(th) in 1992 and 900 M W ( t h )
in 1997), nuclear heating plant (SECURE 400 MW(th) in 1992 and 400 MW(th ) in
1993) , and heat transmission f rom the Loviisa Nuclear Power Station (Loviisa
900 MW(th) in 1993). The calculation results show that in 1995 the annual
district heating energy would cover about 4.200 GWh of the total need of
heating energy (9.100 GWh) in each of the nuclear-based alternatives. In the
year 2000 the corresponding energies would be about 6.000 GWh for Kopparnäs
and 4.300 GWh for each of the other alternatives, the total heating energy
being 9.500 GWh.

The given figures show that the amount of fossil fuels that could be
substituted by adopting a nuclear energy based district heating system
corresponds to 46%, or 63% at the most in the Kopparnäs alternative, of the
heat demand of the Helsinki metropolitan area.

As it can be seen from Table 3, the demand forecast of electricity and
district heat for the period 1902-2000 show the increase' of about 37% for heat
and more than 77% for electricity. The energy procurement alternatives for
the Helsinki metropolitan area were studied covering

coal-fired back pressure power plant (100/180 MW and 2 x 250/400 MW)

- nuclear co-generation power plant (Kopparnäs 40 km pipeline, 2 x
800/900 MW)

nuclear heating plant (SECURE 2 x 400 MW)

nuclear co-generation power plant (Loviisa, 75 km pipeline, 900 MW)

- coal-fired co-generation power plant (Inkoo, 55 km pipeline, 800 MW)

coal-fired hot water boilers (840 MW)

natural gas-fired gas turbine power plant (7 x 50/91 (135) MW)
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The comparison has been made on the economic basis and it has provided
the following results:

- The implementation of new, rather big power plants or heating plants
will be necessary in the early 1990s.

- Nuclear heating plant proved to be the most economical alternative
out of those studied.

Heat transmission from Inkoo and Loviisa, and coal-fired hot water
boilers are competitive, and the difference compared with the
nuclear heating plant is not significant.

- The Kopparnas nuclear power plant alternative is more eonomical than
coal, except for the lowest coal price.
The general rise in fuel prices adds to the economy of the
nuclear-based alternatives. At low fuel prices the competitiveness
of the Inkoo and the hot water boiler alternatives improves compared
with the nuclear-based alternatives.

- A reduction in the required interest of investments in the Helsinki
metropolitan area increases the economy of the Kopparnas alternative
in particular. A rise in the required interest adds to the economy
of the alternatives based on the purchase of electricity.

3.4. France

The considerable contribution that France is bringing to the nuclear
energy worldwide is very well known; during 1985 the nuclear electricity
amounted about 65% of the country's total. On the other hand the direct use
of nuclear heat in the French heat-market is very small, even if the
requirements for low- or medium-temperature heat (i.e. under 250°) for
industrial use and heating purposes, represents approximately one third of the
country's final energy consumption. This demand can be met by supplying
steam, hot or warm water, produced nowadays mostly by fossil-fuelled boilers
with a large share of oil.

To economize fossil fuel, many studies have been undertaken since 1974 on
production of low- and medium-temperature heat using nuclear energy, such as:

- Heat supply by heat and electricity co-generation at large NPPs,
- Development of NHP,

Use of the waste heat from coo]ing-water of the NPPs.

The potential of combined production of electricity and heat (GHP) is,
however, foreseen at all French NPPs with the highly standardized 900 MW(e),
or 1300 MW(e) PWRs. Measures are taken to withdraw steam at the steam
generator outlet so as to supply approximately 300 MW(th) from a 900 MW(e)
unit and 400 MW(th) from a 1300 MW(e) unit. Each of the above units is
equipped with a steam transformer which is fed with live steam withdrawn at
the steam generator outlet; it provides steam for the auxiliary systems of
the unit and covers also the heat needs of the power station itself by
supplying
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35 t/h steam, 12 bar/188°c (from 900 MW(e) unit), or
55 t/h steam, 12 bar/188°C (from 1300 MW(e) unit).

This supply is equivalent to approximately 250 000 tons of oil equivalent
of fossil fuel per year.

For the potential outside heat supply 10 to/h of steam can be delivered
from each unit with a rate of availability depending on the number of units at
the relevant NPP and conditions of their operation. Another steam transformer
or heat exchanger shall be installed between the auxiliary steam supply system
and the external heating network, securing an additional barrier against a
potential radioactivity transfer. Several other technical measures were
studied for potential improvement of the heat extraction economy, such as the
use of auxiliary turbo-sets, back-pressure turbines, steam extraction at the
bleeding points of main turbines, etc. All these studies were, of course,
limited by that fact, that no larger heat supply contracts appeared in the
neighbourhood of the NPPs.

Two tendencies exist in Europe in the heat provision technology: heating
at higher temperatures (supply at 160 - 180°C, return at 80°C), or heating
at lower temperatures (supply at 90 - 120°C, return at 60 - 80°C). Higher
temperatures offer advantages in lower investment and maintenance costs
(smaller sizes of pipes, pumps, exchangers) and the operating conditions of
these systems are close to that of oil - and coal-fired boilers, which have
mainly been developed in France, where most steam is used as a heat transfer
medium. Many other countries are giving preference to the transportation of
hot water instead of steam, priorizing thus the reduction of heat losses in
spite of higher investment costs of the pipe-ducts.

The Atomic Energy Commissariat (CEA) has undertaken a study on the
conveyance of steam to a point 55 km away from the heat source (40 bar,
250°C): losses during this transport were less than 10% of rated power with
pressure decrease to 20 - 25 bar. No practical check-up of these studies was
possible up to now.

The heat produced by experimental reactors contributres to heating two
CEA research centres: The Compact Advance Prototype (CAP) in the
CEN-Cadarache was used for the CEA R&D programme With 30 MW(th)'the heater
supplies 23 bar/180° C superheated water to the premises of
Cadarache-Centre, including a prototype of a low-temperature freon
turbo-generating set. Another example is the use of a part of heat energy
produced of the Osiris reactor in the Saclay-CEN in the cooling towers. The
intermediate fluid, Freon R-114, is used in the heat pump of a power of 1,8
MW. The secondary circuit water, arriving at 60°C is thus heated up to
80° C and is fed to the heating network of the buildings. It saves 720 tons
of heavy oil per year.

Specialized nuclear heating sources were developed in France, such as the
THERMOS nuclear boiler (NHP), which was designed for the production of hot
water (120-130°C) in densely populated areas - i.e. mainly for district
heating supply or seawater desalination - with thermal power of 100 or 200
MW(th) respectively. This reactor design has the intrinsic safety
characteristics - i.e. practically these, which are now demonstrated by the
"inherent safety"-reactors. The THERMOS reactor was not yet built in France
and elsewhere.
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Another nuclear heat source - the GAS (Compact Advanced System) reactor -
a multipurpose reactor (steam only production-combined heat [steam or hot
water] production, electricity generation only [300 MWe]), was developed in
France with thermal power of 950 MW(th) with steam characteristics of 53 bar
and 268°C. A prototype of this reactor has been supplying steam and
electricity for nine years at C.E.N. Cadarache). The intention - to use this
type of reactor to supply the district heating network in Paris - was not yet
realized.

The use of waste heat - mainly from the closed cooling circuit - did
develop well in France: In the field of the waste heat use, the interest was
focused on agricultural use and on fish-farming. Studies and experiments were
conducted in several agronomic research centres and as a result 5
"nuclear-heated" crop farms were in operation near nuclear power plants in
1985 (see Table 4).

Table 4. Nuclear heated French Crop Farms (May 1985).

Power stations
r TArea covered | Nudber |

(» ) of fanas
Crops

Saint Laurent des Eaux CF

Bugey CF

Daopierre en Burly CF

Chinon CF

Blayais CO * PAC

S 14 000
T 3 300

S 47 500

S 10 000
T 60 000
p 25 000

) 11
) ( + 3)

S 7 500

S 2 900

Roses
Market gardening

Flowers and potted
plants

Cut flowers
Nursery
Shoots
Market gardening

Flowers and potted
plants
Shoots

Cut flowers
j Potted plants

Toaatoes

OF - Condensers with closed circuit with cooling towars
CO + PAC » Condensers with open circuit And heat puap
S - Glasshouse
T - Large plastic tunnel
P - Heated ground, naked or smll plastic shelter

As to the fish farming in warmed water, several laboratory studies were
undertaken in some French centres and several species of fresh-water fishes as
well as sea-water fishes were examined. The technical results were positive
but another few years of studies and operation are needed to evaluate the
economy.
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An example of a very complex use of waste heat can be found in the
"Nuclear Complex of Tricastine", even if the heat itself is not directly
"nuclear-produced": The Eurodif plant for the separation of uranium isotopes
by gaseous diffusion is supplied by electricity from own electric power
stations equipped with four 900 MW(e) PWR units, located on the site. An open
circuit is used for cooling the condensers of the reactors, however, the
compressors of the separation plant are cooled by a closed circuit. The
cooling water is quite hot - 70° to 85°C, which allows some 60 MW(th) to
be withdrawn to meet the heat requirements of the plant. Another 150 MW(th)
are or will be supplied off-site for heating houses (some 4 km away) and
mainly for agricultural uses (15 hectars of green houses, consuming now 40—50
MW(th), which will be extended to some 45 hectars). Another 500 MW(th) are
reserved for similar use in another adjacent area.

3.5. Sweden

The district heating has an old tradition in Sweden and as to the nuclear
heat application for this purpose, the ASEA-Atom started already in 1956 a
construction of a reactor for nuclear district heating in its home town
Vasteras. These plans were abandoned but only two years later construction
work started on a nuclear district heating station in Agesta near Stockholm.
The 70 MW(th) heavy water moderated and cooled reactor of this station was
producing simultaneously about 10 MW of electricity and delivering hot water
to a Stockholm suburb - Farsta. The reactor was successfully operated between
1963 and 1973 when it was put out of operation because it became incompetitive
with the low oil prices.

As a consequence of the oil crisis a design work was started in 1974 in
Sweden on the SECURE-reactor for nuclear district heating application. The
design work was made as a joint venture by two Swedish and two Finnish
participants. The word SECURE is an acronym for: Safe and Environmentally
Clean Urban jieactor.

In principle it is a pressurized light water reactor with a rating of
200-400 MW(th), with a low fuel rating as well as low coolant temperature and
pressure; the main design goal was to develop a reactor system which could be
sited in or near urban centres and with a design so simple that a layman would
be able to understand and accept it. Quite obviously the cost level should be
as low as possible to make the plant economically competitive. To achieve
this with smaller reactors, the essential safety functions - shutting down the
reactor and cooling the core - should be accomplished without reliance on
engineered safety systems. This principle is refered to as the PIUS (Process
Inherent Ultimate Safety) philosophy. The main goal of the PIUS design
philosophy is the protection of the core against melting or overheating under
all credible circumstances. It is well known that as long as the reactor core
remains undamaged, there are no incidents in LWR-plants that would give rise
to releases of radioactive matter with a major environmental impact. To avoid
the core-damage two main criteria have to be met:

- the core shall remain submerged in water at all times;

- the heat of the submerged core must under all circumstances be
kept on such a level that the dryout of cooling water is avoided.

The PIUS philosophy requires that these two design criteria be ensured on
the basis of the laws of gravity and thermohydraulics alone, following any
credible incidents, with the primary system intact or subject to foreseeable
damage. This makes the plant independent on any failure due to mechanical or
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electrical components and systems, eliminates the sensitivity to operator
errors in emergency, and gives the plant a high degree of immunity to
destructive human intervention ( for more detailed explanation see for example
"Nuclear Heat Application. Proceedings of a Technical Committee meeting and
Workshop, Cracow, 5-9 December 1983", page 1.09).

The first adoption of the PIUS philosophy is the heating only reactor
SECURE-LH (previously referred to as SECURE only), designed for producing
200-400 M W ( t h ) in^ a base-load operation with a primary system outlet
temperature of about 120°C. To avoid boiling a pressurisation to 0,7 MPa is
employed, i.e. the whole plant will operate at low temperature and low
pressure. This is also diminishing the risk of any pipe ruptures etc., which
in turn makes the plant more suitable for urban siting.

The development of the SECURE-reactor for heat production has continued
so that now ASEA-ATOM can o f fe r the SECURE-H reactor giving a forward
temperature to the district heating grid of 150-160°C. The SECURE-H reactor
has been offered to Finland as a heat source for Helsinki and the evaluation
made by the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK) was very
favourable. With the relatively high forward temperature of 150°C the
SECURE-H design is even well suited for industrial heat applications as well
as for being the heat source for the production of fresh water in desalination
plants or for production of chilled water for air-conditioning in absorber
coolers.

There was a referendum on nuclear power in 1980 in Sweden, resulting in a
decision that as a maximum 12 NPPs should be built in Sweden. The last two of
this series, Oskarshamn 3 and Forsmark 3, have been completed in the summer of
1985. Both are 1000 MW BWR stations of ASEA-ATOM design with internal
recirculation pumps.

The nuclear part of the Swedish electricity production is now, including
the last two stations, about 50%, giving a low price electric power for the
Swedish industry and households.

Afte r the referendum on nuclear power the parliament decided that nuclear
production of electricity should not be allowed af te r the year 2010. Several
politicians have afterwards questioned that decision, but so far it is still
valid.

Another approach for covering the heat needs - mainly for the district
heating in Stockholm - was the use of the CHP-systems on existing or
constructed NPPs. A promising study was made for the Forsmark NPP; the
warm-water feeder was planned to be led through a tunnel of about 130 km
length from Forsmark to Stockholm. The construction time of this tunnel was
assessed to be about 8 years. The reactors of the Forsmark NPP were supposed
to be adjusted for decoupling of 2000 MW(th), so that in the year 2000 some
69% of the heat-demand in Stockholm would be covered by nuclear heat (the
corresponding electricity production decrease would be about 4 TWh. The
investment costs were calculated to be about 4,5 billion Swedish Kroner.

The project was not acceptable, because some politicians did not want to
tie Stockholm's energy demands to NPPs which - in accordance with the above
mentioned decision - should be put out of operation in the year 2010.

As for the nuclear heating plants, it has not been decided explicitly
that no station of the SECURE-type will be allowed to be built. It is hoped
that good, safe and reliable operation of NPPs with very high availability
factors will be a basis for a positive decision in the future.
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3.6. Switzerland
In analyzing the possibilities of covering the heat demands, Switzerland

made a careful assessment of the heat needs distribution with respect to
population density and the magnitude of communities. Figure 2 shows the
differential and the cumulative distribution of population, as presented
during the Wuerenlingen AG meeting. It can be seen from this figure that most
communities have between 2000 - 5000 inhabitants. At the same time the
relevant magnitude of potential nuclear heat sources is introduced in the
figure suitable to cover the corresponding heat needs.

When analyzing data from the next Figure 3, showing the energy
consumption in Switzerland as a function of temperature, it is clear that a
substantial portion of the heat market is to be covered by low temperature
heat. Taking into consideration that a high effort is paid in Switzerland to
environmental cleanliness and having in mind uncertainties in oil prices, the
nuclear heat application was chosen as a proper way to cover these
low-temperature heat demands.

Analysis of different energy carriers were made in Switzerland, leading
to these conclusions:

- nuclear electricity has a substitution potential of about 10% in the heat
market;

- co-generation of electricity and heat in existing and envisaged new NPPs
can provide heat substituting for less than 10% of oil in the heat
producing sector;

- large NHP with the power higher than 100 MW(th) - as offered by reactor
manufacturers such as KWU, SECURE, THERMOS - can only be applied for a
few Swiss sites;

- due to statistical distribution of the population, smaller heating-only
reactors could provide larger "substitution potential"; figures of about
40% of the fuel for the heating sector or about 1/4 of total amount of
imported oil were introduced.

As to the co-generation of heat and electricity at the nuclear power
plants, Switzerland has started already in 1981 a project for a regional
district heat supply system in the valley of the river Aare (Aaretal), called
Refuna (Regionales Fernwaermenetz im JJnteren Aaretal). This system is
supplied from the Beznau nuclear power station. The first stage of Refuna -
in November 1983- was the supply of two Federal Nuclear Research Institute
(EIR and SIN) in Wuerenlingen, situated about 2 km south of the Beznau NPP.
By the end of 1984 another five communities were coupled to the Refuna
System. On the basis of current plans, the project will have a maximum heat
load of 75 MJ/s. The supply district covers 8 municipalities with a total of
some 15.000 inhabitants. Annual saving of heating oil would amount to about
20.000 tons.

Hot water for the district heating is supplied at 120°C in winter and
returned at 60°; corresponding values for summer are 75°C/35°C. The
pressurization of the system to 16 bars provides a protection barrier against
the potential radioactivity carryover. The heat transmission lines from the
Beznau NPP is lead under the surface in well-insulated steel pipes with the
nominal inside diameter between 400 and 100 mm. On the basis of the cost
estimates the complete Refuna project will cost about 65 millions of SwFrs.
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Despite the relatively low heating density in the supplied area, the operation
will cover the costs of the system within a few years only because of the low
heat supplying costs.

There is in fact already a long tradition in employing the nuclear CHP in
Switzerland, where the country's largest NPP - KKG - in Goesgen - Daeniken
(with the KWU 920 MW(e) PWR) has over five years been supplying about 1200
t/day of process steam at 220°C to the Niedergoesgen carbon works (KAN1)
sited about 2 km from the NPP, saving thus about 120 t/day of oil.

Interest in the so-called Transvaal project - first proposed in 1978 -
has revived, and work is now in progress on the design of the main
transmission system. The heat should be delivered from the other two turbines
of the Beznau NPP and possibly also from the Leibstadt NPP. The system should
cover the heat needs in the Limmat valley towards Zuerich. Fully developed
this centralized system could save about 200 OOOt/year of oil.

As already mentioned the Swiss analyses went to a conclusion that due to
the population distribution, smaller heating-only reactors could provide
larger "substitution potential" than unit with the power over 100 MW(th).
Therefore a novel local nuclear heating system - SHR (jîwiss Heating Reactor)-
is being developed in the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR)
in Wuerenlingen, suitable to supply communities with 4000 or more inhabitants
with hot water of about 120°C. As a basis for this heating reactor the
heterogeneous core consisting of PWR fuel elements in BWR boiling channels was
chosen cooled by natural convection and partial boiling. In consequence the
reactor is also called a "nuclear immersion heater". The low power density
and the assumed mean load factor of 0.5, together with Gd-poisoning give an
advantageous very long fuel residence time as shown in Table 5. The reactor

Table 5: Main characteristics of the SHR.

Core thermal power 10 MW(th)
Mean power density 18.4 kW/l
Active core height 0.8 »
Fuel inventory, D02 ca. 1.3 t
Ü-235 enrichment 4-8% depending on required burn-up
Mean load factor 0.5
Residence ti«e of core 14 y (21*500 Mwd/t with « tJ-235)

23 y (35«300 Mwd/t with 5.8Z D-235)
34 y (52'200 Mwd/t with 8.51 0-235)

Primary circuit (natural circulation)
Pressure 8 bar
Water inlet and outlet température 135/170 *C
Mass flow 67.2 kg/8
Heat flow 12.8 W/c«J

max. 24.5 W/c**
DKB ratio (safety to critical surface heat load) 6.1
Heat exchanger type helix, Integral

Secondary circuit (forced circulation)
Temperatur inlet and outlet temperatures 132/93 *C
Pressure 10 bar

District heating network
Temperatures return/supply 70/110 *C
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itself is based on proven LWR nuclear technology except the control rod drives
which are based on a hydraulic mechanism following the lines of fail safe
principles.

On the safety side the concept is based on a very conservative thermal
layout and on the extensive use of passive safety elements. In the case of
emergency cooling only a thermal connection is set up between the core and the
large water reservoir of the pool so that a complete loss of core cooling can
be considered as an extremely unlikely hypothetical accident. For example, in
case of an incidental disconnection of the distribution network (the primary
heat sink), the after-heat is dissipated in the pool which has a very large
heat capacity. If in an extreme case the atmospheric air cooling of the pool
should also fail, the passive heat conduction to the surrounding earth would
avoid any critical temperature limits in the system.

On this account the core vessel is placed in a water pool some 9 m deep
and 6 m in diameter. The concrete cavern, which simultaneously serves as the
containment, is below ground level providing protection against external
hazardeous events. The long residence time (of the order of 20-25 years) of
the core must also be emphasized, so that one can rather speak of a "nuclear
heat battery". This is to be stressed in view of the longterm guarantee of
energy supply. The whole fuel cycle of the SHR can be integrated into that of
the existing LWRs.

First results of the cost analysis went to conclusions that the cost of
heat delivered from the SHR is competitive with the oil boilers (see also
Chapter 7 of this report).

The project of a smaller, 10-15 MW(th), heating reactor was started about
in 1983 and it is performed by EIR and 5 external industrial partners. The
idea is to build a SHR pilot unit most probably on the site of the EIR during
last years of the 80's, with a possible start-up in the early 90's.

The authors of the project are sure that this small and safe heating
reactor of reasonable costs would allow uncomplicated "second network", a
rather decentralized nuclear heat supply system, to be set up. In addition to
the large amounts of nuclear generated heat de-coupled from the big nuclear
power plants, this could facilitate much wider utilization of nuclear heat in
the market and contribute to a very substantial oil substitution. Small
reactors can also easily be accepted by the public and its realization gives
also more "self-determination" to countries in developing nuclear energy
systems, because the technologies involved are not too complex and the
absolute capital engagements are modest.

3.7. Other countries

As already mentioned, this part of the TECDOC is not based on direct
informations of the participants of the AGM in Wuerenlingen; relevant
publications were used to make the frames of this document more complete.
(a) Apart from Switzerland, the main development of the nuclear heat
application comes from centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe. In
terms of world practice, the USSR is now in the forefront of development work
on nuclear heating. At present the heat extraction from several nuclear power
plants is employed in the Soviet Union and NPPs like Beloyarsk, Biiibino,
Chernobyl, Kursk and Leningrad can be mentioned as proven examples. The
"direct extraction" provides usually about 80 MW(th) from each 1000 MW(e)
unit. Development work is in progress on the use of condensation turbines
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which will facilitate obtaining about 3500 GJ/h of extracted heat from one
1000 MW(e) unit. First station of this type is now under construction in the
Soviet cities of Odessa and Minsk. The commissioning of the Odessa CHP system
will ensure annual fossil fuel savings of about 4 million tonnes of reference
coal. A start of construction of a similar unit in the Ukrainian city of
Kharkov is scheduled for 1986, with another one at Volgograd in the year
1987. Studies for fur ther CHP units at Gorky, Kuibyshev, Leningrad and Kiev
are now under way. A large extent of existing district heating network in
many of the Soviet cities and large towns is facilitating the development of
the substitution of fossil fuelled heat sources by nuclear heat.

As a single-purpose heat source, the NHP with a 500 MW(th ) ou tput ,
AST-500, has been developed in the USSR, together with a smaller 300
MW(th)unit aimed at the needs of the CMEA Member States. Pilot NHPs with two
500 MW(th) units are already under construction in two Soviet cities of Gorky
and Voronezh. The scheme of these nuclear installations was described
elsewhere, and it can be found within others in the Proceedings of a Technical
Committee Meeting and Workshop, Cracow, 5-9 December 1983 [Nuclear Heat
Application, IAEA Vienna, 1984, STI/PUB/679]. The circuit layouts of these
reactors ensure safety of the population using water from the supply network
by preventing leakage of the intermediate circuit water into the heat network
both in normal operation and in incident situations. Therefore, the AST-500
NHP can be located safely as close as 2 km from the planned city - boundaries,
as laid down under the standards in force in the USSR. Another plant with
twin 500 MW(th) heat-only reactors of the AST-500 type is proposed to supply
district heating for a community of 350.000 inhabitants at Arkhangelsk.

The USSR is also planning to use the waste heat f rom its large nuclear
complex at Kursk (4 x 1000 MW(e) of the RBMK [i.e. BWR-G]); hot-houses
alongside with heated fields for mushroom-growing and a fish-farming
enterprise should make use of the warm water f rom the cooling ponds of the
plant. Very complex activities are intended, encompassing the use of wastes
f rom fish farming as fertilizer for growing of vegetables, the use of
vegetable-tops for feeding fishes etc.

The German Democractic Republic started in 1983 the country 's f i rs t CHP
project for supplying the new part of the town Greifswald with the heat f rom
the "Bruno Leuschner"NPP. The transmission line of a diameter of 800 mm and
of the length of more than 20 km is delivering hot water of 180°C (2,86 MPa)
f rom the NPP to an exchanger station in Greifswald, where the adjustment for
the town-heating grid takes place. The return temperature which is now 80°C
will be decreased to 60° when the corresponding part of the heat will be
used for heating-up the green-houses. It was foreseen that in the
"heating-period" 1984-85 about 150 MW(th) should be delivered. The experience
from this nuclear heat system shows that the CHP scheme is applicable in the
German Democratic Republic also for other NPPs. The GDR is examining also the
possibility of using the AST-500, in regard to the characteristic features of
its construction in the country. In spite of their economic advantages, the
use of the high-capacity NHPs in the country is limited, what is very similar
to practically all other CMEA countries, where units even smaller than 300
MW(th) seem to be better applicable.

No specific programmes on the use of nuclear heat sources have yet been
adopted in Poland, although calculations and design assessments are in
progress for both the CHP as well as for the NHPs. Feasibility studies for
nuclear heat utilization are under way in Bulgaria, Hungary and Yugoslavia.

(b) Several West European countries do not have in general any specific plans
for nuclear heat application in the low-temperature region. An
interesting approach can be found in the Federal Republic of Germany.
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The official policy of nuclear heat application - even for district
heating - is derived from the development of high-temperature heat
sources. Examples of course, exist of a successful employment of the
heat decoupled from the PWR: the NWK's State Nuclear Power Plant, 40 km
west of Hamburg, supplies 45 t/h of steam at 10,5 bars and 204°C to the
refinery of the "Norddeutsche Saline G.m.b.H. and 15 t/h to the
neighbouring Schilling oil-fired power station for preheating of steam
and fuel lines. A replacement of "low-pressure" process steam from the
nuclear source for the "high-pressure supply from Schilling has operated
since 1964. The Schilling is now fully amortized, but the fuel component
of running cost for oil-fired generation is five times that of the
nuclear plant. The KWU has developed a specialized NHP - with the heat
output of 200 or 500 MW(th ) , which up to now was not applied in the
home-country or elsewhere.

(c) A serious interest for nuclear heat application is announced from the
People's Republic of China, where feasibility studies are under way for
the employment of both the CHP scheme as well as the development or
purchase of NHPs. The sites for the nuclear heat sources construction
were chosen in locations to which the transport of fossil fuel would be
too expensive and where also a substantial improvement of environment is
desirable.

(d) Many other countries in the world did not yet decide to follow the
nuclear heat application way for different reasons as already also
mentioned in previous parts of this report. Thus - for example - several
assessments and suggestions were made in the United Kingdom mainly for a
potential application of the CHP technology. The specific project was
not, of course, started up to now.

A similar picture can be found in the USA. where several plans were
examined in the 70's but no realization appeared up to now.

4. SAFETY ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR HEAT APPLICATION

The worldwide experience with the production of heat by co-generation on
nuclear power plants did show that there are in general no new requirements on
safety precautions which should be put into practice with respect to the
reactor. The co-generation scheme does not in fact imply the reactor core and
the primary circuit as well. Any incidental function of the connected heat
supply system is not involving a similar response in the reactor itself. The
only characteristic which should be surveyed carefully during operation is the
radioactivity in the heating system itself. As said before (2 .2 ) , the
potential of a carryover of radioactivity from the primary circuit to the
others is presented by the "three-circuit" structure, where the heating
circuit is always operated at higher pressure compared to the bleeding points
on turbines. The pressure differential is monitored and controlled and the
radioactivity monitoring is secured at the bleeding points of the steam as
well as in the heat-supplying network as a worldwide practice. It was for
example shown in the "Nuclear Heat Application Proceedings of a Technical
Committee Meeting and Workshop, Cracow 5-9 December 1983", page 409; IAEA
Vienna, 1984, STI/PUB/679, that for example the National Board for Nuclear
Safety and Radiation protection, as the licensing authority of the German
Democratic Republic, has established the "Requirements on Measures against the
Transmission of Radioactivity from the Heating Steam Circuit to the Transit
Circuit of the Heat-Transfer Medium".
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New safety considerations appeared, of course, in connection with the
siting of specialized NHPs where, in distinction from the large NPPs, the aim
is to build them as close as possible or even within highly populated
agglomerations. Thus - safety is a major aspect in public protection and
public acceptance. As introduced (i.e. 3.5), the effort to meet the safety
considerations is included already in the basic design features of the
reactors with inherent safety. In these reactors the total radioactivity
inventory is of the order of 1-2 lower than in i.e. NPP-PWRs,' due to very
conservative characteristics (lower power density etc.), all potential
transients are much milder than in the NPPs reactors; the core integrity
(avoiding of melting) is guaranteed by the laws of gravity and thermodynamics
alone, giving thus the plant a high degree of immunity against destructive
human intervention. An unmanned operation is foreseen at smaller NHPs.

With respect to safety regulations relating to nuclear installations for
heat application a certain extent of experiences has already been gained in
some countries, such as:

in connection with the SECURE nuclear district heating reactor, a set of
safety principles has been developed in Sweden upon which the design of
the safety-related structures, systems and components is based. A safety
study on the SECURE reactor has been submitted to the Finnish Safety
Authorities with a view to determining the licensing prospects of a
SECURE reactor for a site in Helsinki.
A similar approach was undertaken in Switzerland in connection with the
development of the Swiss Heating Reactor - SHR. For the licensing
process a very detailed safety study is being prepared.
In 1978 the USSR issued additional national regulations governing the
siting requirements for nuclear heating plants and co-generation units
with regard to radiological protection. The English translation of these
regulations is published in the "Nuclear Heat Application, proceedings of
a Technical Committee Meeting and Workshop, Cracow, 5-9 December 1983",
page 405; IAEA Vienna, 1984, STI/PUB/679. In the first paragraph of
these regulations a general rule is introduced, saying that nuclear
district heating plants may be built at least 2-3 km from projected
boundaries of densely populated urban centres.
It can be concluded that several "country-tailored" rules or regulations

already exist in the field of nuclear heat application, which did not yet
reach the maturity stage for being generalized. However, the IAEA is prepared
to start this work as soon as it will be timely.

5. POTENTIAL OF THE LOW-TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR HEAT APPLICATION

Based on information and experiences already gained by the IAEA Member
States, it can be concluded that the utilization of nuclear heat has large
potentials in several fields where the heat supply from fossil fuelled sources
can be substituted. With a view to the fact that large nuclear heat sources
can quite often offer an abundance of heat, some new ways of its utilization
could be followed such as heat conditioning.

Existing low-temperature nuclear heat sources can be divided into four
spec if ic so rt s, i.e.:
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(a) Sources of warm water based on the utilization of low-potential waste
heat from the cooling water of the reactors;

(b) Sources of warm or hot water or low-temperature steam based on
co-generation of heat and electricity in large NPPs;

(c) Sources of warm or hot water (or also low-temperature steam in some
cases) based on specialized heat-only supplying reactors (NHPs);

(d) Similar sources with small amounts of electricity production as a
by-product from an auxiliary system (i.e. Rankine cycle engine).

It was already shown in Table 2. what fields of potential utilization
correspond to these above specified nuclear heat sources:

At present the most widely applied is the supply of heat to the district
heating systems. It is obvious, that these needs can be fulfilled by sources
under (b), (c), and (d). Aside from district heating systems these sources
can also be used for providing the low-temperature heat to industry for
process-heating, where processes like sea-water desalination or salt
production, heavy water production, chemical and evaporation processes in the
paper industry can be mentioned. For all these applications existing schemes
can be found in the IAEA Member States' industries.

Small NHP under (c) and (d) - as a typical example the Canadian SLOWPOKE
can be introduced - can be used also for a specific type of the district
heating, i.e. the so-called "near-distance space heating". In this case small
heat-producing nuclear reactors are employed for heating buildings and remote
communities. In cold northern countries it is useful that the source,
providing nuclear heat, could simultaneously supply electricity to distant
communities. For these purposes specialized "energy systems" were designed
for example in Canada.

With exception of the nuclear heat sources for the "near-distance space
heating", all others are able to deliver rather high amounts of heat, which
could be in some cases used for the "dual-purpose systems", what means to heat
delivery in winter and cold in summer period. These schemes of the "heat
conditioning" (or the so-called "comfort-control") are technically feasible;
in this case with proven "market-units", just the substitution of nuclear heat
for another source would be in question. On the other hand this enlarged heat
utilization could improve the economy through the increase of the reactors's
load factor. This scheme could be of interest to several southern developing
countries when going nuclear by introducing nuclear power plants into the
country's energy economy. The costs of this technology could be very
promising under conditions that the load factor of the NPP is improved in this
way.

The utilization of waste heat was already described in Chapter 2.1. It
can be seen that this technique has not yet been applied to the necessary
extent: Up to now the heating of green-houses, warming-up of open fields and
ponds for fish-farming has been proved. This area is, of course, a much more
promising one, when more sophisticated technologies were employed, like the
biotechniques for producing ethanol or methane, the sewage treatment etc. It
can be expected that several other ways for the utilization of the waste heat
will be found in individual developing countries for the improvement of thé
country's economy.



6. ECONOMY OF THE LOW-TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR HEAT APPLICATION

The basic characteristic for the economic analysis is the nature of the
fuel to be replaced and its local cost. The results differ according to the
energy structure of individual countries and conditions may even vary by
region within the country. The difference in cost of heat supplied by nuclear
power stations and the marginal costs of production using fossil fuel is quite
substantial now and there is a high probability of the difference increasing
in the future. However, to draw a substantial yearly margin, sufficient
energy demand should be available within a reasonable distance of the power
station, as already mentioned in 1.3. This demand should carry a sufficient
probability of remaining level during the amortization period of facilities,
despite the energy savings and technological advancement.

Even if the production of heat itself by nuclear sources is cheap, for
the delivery of the heat to the consumers an expensive hot water (or
low-temperature steam) distribution system has to be created. It was already
shown in 1.1 that the construction and maintenance of large transmission and
distribution lines can negatively influence the competitiveness of the CHP
technology, which is producing the heat cheaper than the electricity, i.e. the
$/kWth is lower than the $/kWe.

It can be concluded generally that the specific investment costs
for a nuclear heat source are higher than those for a coal or oil-fired
station. On the other hand the fuel cycle of nuclear units is cheaper than
for fossil fuels with less dependency on fuel prices changes in the future.

The economy of nuclear heat utilization can positively be influenced by
the fact, that no substantial R&D work is needed for both the co-generation
and the NHP; in these schemes mostly the existing technology is used. On the
other side, the licensing procedures can in some countries contribute to a
certain price increase.

The above remarks show that it can hardly be expected that any exact
economic data could be elaborated from existing informations with a general
validity. Typical examples from three countries represented at the
Wuerenlingen Advisory Group meeting can be introduced to show differences in
economy assessment:

(a) Finland ;
Studies were made by the Imatran Voima Oy for the comparison of annual
costs for covering the heat needs in Finland within the period of
1990-2010 y by different option of sources (see Figure 4). It can be
seen from the data that lowest values of annual costs (in Finnish Marks)
are reached for the CHP-scheme with the Loviisa NPP or for the potential
implementation of the Swedish SECURE-NHP. Even if the decision for the
choice was not yet taken up, the calculated figures are confirming the
general competitiveness of nuclear heat production.

(b) France;
In addition to an effort of substantial energy savings, the French energy
policy has been aiming roughly over the last ten years at replacing
oil-products by coal or using recovered energy. In several district
heating networks the heat recovered from the incineration of household
refuse is used to meet their base load needs. Under French conditions
the substitution of oil products for coal is economical for any
centralized consumption of heat exceeding 30000-50000 MWh per year. In
contrast with other countries, whose energy position differs, the supply
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Figure j4j Annual costs for covering the heat needs in Finland
within the period of 1990 - 2010 by different options of
sources.

of heat by nuclear power plants (CHP) or by specialized NHPs in France
has to compete with the production of heat by combustion of coal
incineration of household refuse. The price difference is two to three
times smaller in this case than when compared to cost of nuclear heat and
heat produced by oil combustion. This much lower margin has a capital
effect on economic results.

(c) Switzerland:
Comprehensive economic studies were made in Switzerland with respect to
the implementation of both the co-generation route as well as specialized
NHP application for the nuclear heat production and supply.

In 1981 eight communities in Canton Aarau, industries, private
consumers and two research institutes joined in a project of a district
heating supply system using hot water from Beznau nuclear power plant.
The saving of oil imports and avoidance of the air pollution were the
aims which favourized the CHP scheme, the "Refuna" system (see also
3.6). This system is build-up stepwise, some parts are already in
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operation and the heat consumption is expected to be 140 million kWh in
1989/90. Primary energy from the NPP to Refuna will be supplied for SFr
0,02/kWh. The total costs 1989/90 can roughly be detailed into capital
costs (55%), primary energy (25%) and operation, maintenance etc. (20%);
annual savings in heating oil would amount to 16000 tons in 1990.

Although primary energy is fairly cheap, the high cost of the
distribution system in a predominantly rural district required careful
optimization of financing modes for Refuna, which is not a typical
heating system with a big market of large heat consumers near the heat
source. On the contrary; far distances are given between heat
production in the power plant and the communities and density of
consumers is partly very low. More than 50 percent of consumers live in
one or two family houses.

The tariff for heat delivery in the Refuna-area is a dual rate
consisting of a basic price and a heat price. The basic price is an
annual fixed charge depending on peak load and hours of peak load, the
heat price is based on energy consumption with sFr.0.05 for delivered
kilowatthour. On the average, total of both components gives about
sFr.0.08 per kWh for the consumer. The price of delivered kWh is
guaranteed until 1989/90.

The householder once has to pay a fixed charge for the connection
with the local network, and for the conversion of his existing house
heating system. The fixed charge depends on the peak heat load of the
consumer's house. For one family house he pays about sFr.1800 up to
sFr.2000. Conversion-costs range from sFr.5000 for only a heating system
with regulation up to sFr.10.000 for heating and boiler system of an
indirect type, with heat exchanger and regulating valve.

The basis of an acceptable price for district heating compared with
the costs of existing oil-fired heating systems is the low price for
nuclear heat: heat from Beznau nuclear power plant is delivered at a cost
less than 1/3 of oil. The whole difference between nuclear heat and oil
costs can be used to build a large heat supply system to the eight
communes.

The low price of nuclear heat itself is based on the high advantages
of the heat extraction between high-pressure and low-pressure turbines:
by steam conditions with 2.5 bars and 128°C loss of one part electric
energy in the bypassed low-pressure turbine saves about six parts heat
energy in the Refuna heating system. More than 80% of this is cooling
water heat which goes normally into the river.

With respect to the use of specialized heating reactors, calculations
were made in Switzerland in connection with the development of the SHR in the
EIR-Wuerenlingen. It can be said generally that, with respect to the
simplicity of the design, specific capital costs are lower compared to NPP.
On the other hand the production costs are higher than for the CHP-scheme but
with much more freedom in siting and higher total substitution potential.
This plays an important role in the Swiss energy policy with respect to heat
demands, population density (see also 1.3.2 and 3.6). As a part of the
studies of the Swiss NHP economy, assessments were made of the production
costs for the SHR of different power (heat output); Figure 5 is confirming
general conclusions, such as;

the lower the heat output of the SHR - in the examined range of 10, 20
and 50 MW(th) - the higher the investment cost are of these units
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FIGURE 5; Assessment of production costs for the SHR.

- an obvious effect of higher costs for the "first unit" compared to a
repeated 100-plant series of the same magnitude appeared in the assessed
system

- as it can be expected, the "unmanned" units are in all cases more
expensive than the manned plants because of some more safety-related
precautions.
The nominal values of figures introduced in this diagram are very

promising; to verify them, another more comprehensive study will be made as
the next step of the design of a prototype SHR.

As already said, in the field of the NHP utilization no really general
economic conclusions can be made with a worldwide validity nowadays. The
"pros" and "cons" are very much "country-dependent" and the world market in
the field of NHP is not yet enough developed, even if the offer from some
developed countries exists.

With respect to the use of specialized heating reactors, calculations
were made in Switzerland in connection with the development of the SHR in the
EIR-Wuerenlingen. It can be said generally that, with respect to the
simplicity of the design, specific capital costs are lower compared to NPP.
On the other hand the production costs are higher than for the CHP-scheme but
with much more freedom in siting and higher total substitution potential.
This plays an important role in the Swiss energy policy with respect to heat
demands, population density (see also 1.3.2 and 3.6). As a part of the
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studies of the Swiss NHP economy, assessments were made of the production
costs for the SHR of different power (heat output); Figure 5 is confirming
general conclusions, such as:
- the lower the heat output of the SHR - in the examined range of 10, 20

and 50 MW(th) - the higher the investment cost are of these units
- an obvious effect of higher costs for the "first unit" compared to a

repeated 100-plant series of the same magnitude appeared in the assessed
system

as it can be expected, the "unmanned" units are in all cases more
expensive than the manned plants because of some more safety-related
precautions.
The nominal values of figures introduced in this diagram are very

promising; to verify them, another more comprehensive study will be made as
the next step of the design of a prototype SHR.

As already said, in the field of the NHP utilization no really general
economic conclusions can be made with a worldwide validity nowadays. The
"pros" and "cons" are very much "country-dependent" and the world market in
the field of NHP is not yet enough developed, even if the offer from some
developed countries exists.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The use of nuclear energy for central electricity generation is now well
established in the world and experience gained shows that this energy source
is a reliable, safe and economic one for supplying electricity in both the
industrially developed and the developing countries. The use of the nuclear
energy for space heating and process heat to industry should be developed to
displace an increasing amount of fossil fuel. Economic as well as
environmental protection reasons justify the efforts of those countries which
are already involved in the development of nuclear heat production. It can be
concluded, that:

- The supply of heat produced by co-generation at NPPs is already a proven
technology in several countries and it can be realized practically with
all types of nuclear reactors. This type of heat production in plants of
large capacity is economically competitive with that of fossil-fuelled
boilers offering at the same time higher environmental cleanliness;

- The improvement of economy of the low-temperature NHA is possible through
the expansion of existing heat distribution networks into a centralized
system with more flexibility in using different heat supply sources and
reduced environmental impact;

- It must be recognized that the utilization of NHP is still developing.
Present projects are still not proven enough to be commercially offered
on the international market. For large units only a few suitable sites
can be found in countries with temperate climates and small units are not
yet competitive with fossil-fuelled boilers, although it can be expected
that their unfavourable environmental impact together with the greater
uncertainty on availability will lead to further progress of the NHPs.
Further development is initially expected to take place in countries with
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developed industry and heavy requirements for industrial heat, later also
in other countries. The expected time horizon would be just after the
year 2000.

The IAEA will continue its efforts in fostering further information
exchange, preparation of state-of-the-art reports and it is prepared to
initiate case-studies for interested Member States and to provide assistance
in transferring world-wide experience to specific country's projects.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS

The participants of the Wuerenllngen AGM on Potentials of Low-Temperature
Nuclear Heat Applications did not only provide comprehensive information of
the "state-of-the-art" report. They also gave useful advice for further
development of the IAEA's activities in this field. Conclusive remarks
included:

Participants in the AGM found this IAEA meeting timely and consistent
with the results of a previous TCM and Workshop on Nuclear Heat
Application, held in Cracow, Poland, 5-9 December 1983;

Because the use of nuclear plants for electricity generation is well
established in several countries a logical expansion of the nuclear
energy utilization would include the nuclear heat production for an
improved fuel economy. The IAEA is therefore encouraged:
(a) to further provide fora for meetings on information and exchange of

experience in the field of NHA;

(b) to prepare a worldwide exchange of experience on matters related to
NHA: In perspective the district heating appears to be the most
likely near-term development of the NHA;

(c) to take into consideration also the nuclear heating reactors
presented in the SMPR-Initiation Study of the IAEA;

(d) to assist interested countries in relevant case—studies for nuclear
heat implementation, mainly in the preparation of "country-tailored"
feasibility studies.

The members of the AGM further recommended the Agency to include in its
safety programmes safety-related questions specific to NHA, noting that:

(a) Existing safety regulations and guides for NPPs should also Include
additional requirements with special reference to all kinds of nuclear
heat applications

(b) In working out recommendations for special requirements of the NHA
attention should be paid to differences in the heat media, fuel type,
type of design, power rating, technology back-fitting, siting conditions
for proposed plants, etc.

(c) The collective dose should be the basis of the criteria used for safety
assessment in the NHA

(d) The environmental aspects and impact of the NHA-technology should be
considered as well.
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